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(R2) 14:00 NEWTON ABBOT, 2m 5f 122y 

Extra Places At totesport.com Mares' 'National Hunt' Novices' Hurdle (Class 4)

(4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 124413 DINOS BENEFIT (IRE) 15 
ch m Mr Dinos - Beneficial Lady

6 11 - 4 Harry Cobden
C L Tizzard

116

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black stars, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap, yellow stars
Timeform says: Made a winning start for this yard in a Chepstow novice last month. Failed
to build on that pitched into a handicap at Exeter since and may prove vulnerable under a
penalty here.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 232130 SENSULANO (IRE) 30 
b m Milan - Espresso Lady

5 11 - 4 Wayne Hutchinson
Noel Williams

126

Jockey Colours: Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star
Timeform says: Opened account in 5-runner novice event at Warwick (21f, soft) in January
prior to finishing third in Sandown Grade 2. Struggled at Newbury last time but she's the one
beat back in calmer waters.   (Forecast 2.62)

Notes: 

3 6U3/1 WITH DISCRETION (IRE) 39 
b m Tiger Hill - Discreet

7 11 - 4 Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Purple and white stripes, black velvet cap, gold tassel
Timeform says: Justified strong market support to make a winning Rules debut at Towcester
(21f) last month. Did the job readily and there's amost certainly better to come from this 7-y-o.

 (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

4 86 AUDORA 136 
b m Alflora - Vixen Run

7 10 - 12 J McGrath
M Hill

-

Jockey Colours: White, red cross belts, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Hasn't shown enough in a couple of bumpers to suggest she'll be able to
make a winning debut in this sphere.  (Forecast 151.00)

Notes: 

5 96 BURN VALLEY 71 
ch m With The Flow - Countess Point

5 10 - 12 T Scudamore
C L Tizzard

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, light blue sash and sleeves, royal blue and white check cap
Timeform says: Can be expected to leave the form of her bumper efforts behind in time but
will find easier opportunities than this.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

6 2 DRILL BABY DRILL 33 
b m Black Sam Bellamy - Tulipa

7 10 - 12 J J Burke
T R George

-

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Couldn't live with Skewiff on debut in 5-runner novice hurdle at Haydock
(22.8f, soft) last month. However, that rival had the benefit of experience and this mare
should be sharper now.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

7 09 HURLSTONE POINT 153 
br m Scorpion - Dudeen

5 10 - 12 T J O'Brien
P J Hobbs

-

Jockey Colours: Grey, pink cross belts and armlets, black cap
Timeform says: Out with the washing both starts in bumpers but represents a leading yard
and one to note in the betting on hurdles debut.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 
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8 42-7548 JENNIFER JUNIPER (IRE) 61 
b m Kalanisi - Assidua

5 10 - 12 P J Brennan
F O'Brien

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white seams, checked sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Reached the frame in a pair of Irish points early last year but well beaten in
2 bumpers and pair of novice/maiden hurdles for new connections. Has had a wind operation
subsequently.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

9 422134 RUBY FOOL 11 
b m Apple Tree - Westbourne

8 10 - 12p M G Nolan
R Mitford-slade

-

Jockey Colours: Black, pink stripe, striped sleeves, pink cap
Timeform says: Managed to score between the flags in January but just 1-16 in that sphere
and recent Rules debut at Taunton left much to be desired.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

10 20/2-0 STORM PATROL 28 
b m Shirocco - Material World

7 10 - 12t Jack Sherwood (3)
Miss S Smith

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, purple diamond, yellow and purple halved sleeves, yellow cap, purple
diamond
Timeform says: Runner-up on 2 of her 3 starts in bumpers. Hurdles debut effort at
Huntingdon (20.7f, good to soft) was uninspiring but that was her first run for the best part of
a year, so she may do better here.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

11 8UP SUNSET SKYE 17 
b m Sea Freedom - Money Central

5 10 - 12v1 A Glassonbury
Mrs L Richards

-

Jockey Colours: Black, pink hoop, white sleeves, pink and white hooped cap
Timeform says: Well held on debut in a bumper last summer and has failed to complete
both starts in this sphere. Now tried in a visor.  (Forecast 301.00)

Notes: 

12 P325B5 YOUNGOCONNOR (IRE) 13 
b m Kalanisi - Strike Three

5 10 - 12 Nick Scholfield
Christian Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark blue
quartered cap
Timeform says: Placed in two of her three point to points but hasn't shown a great deal
under Rules so far.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: SENSULANO struggled in a competitive Grade 2 handicap at Newbury but she
looked promising prior to that and is taken to resume winning ways back in calmer waters. The main
danger is likely to be posed by With Discretion, who made a winning Rules debut at Towcester and
should have more to offer for her top yard. Drill Baby Drill is most interesting of the remainder.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: SENSULANO (2) 
2: WITH DISCRETION (3) 
3: DRILL BABY DRILL (6)


